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USING THE SUN TO CHECK SOME WEATHER RADAR
PARAMETERS
Tage Andersson
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute
S-60176 Norrköping
1. Abstract

Precipitation monitoring is still a main task for weather radar applications. In
quantitative applications, as estimation of the rain rate, the fundamental quantity is the
measurement of the intensity of the retum signal strength, giving the so called
reflectivity factor, or reflectivity, which is the main parameter for those estimates. The
calibration of weather radars for this purpose has been a main task in radar
meteorology since the first attempts of estimating rain rates in the early 1950ies. In
spite of this there is still no intemational accepted procedure for this calibration and
each manufacturer has his own calibration scheme.
One radar has a limited area of surveillance. In order to increase the radar surveillance
area, composite images or image mosaics are built, using data from several radars
(national or multinational). The composite images have often revealed that
neighbouring radars may give different reflectivity values in overlapping areas also
where their beams occupy approximately the same atmospheric volumes, that is where
the beams intersect halfway between the radars (assuming free horizon, same
elevation angle and beam-width and so on). Differences appear not only between
radars of different types and sites, but also between radars of the same type. The
differences often exceed a few dB, occasionally surpassing 5 dB (Pratte 1995,
Dahlberg 1996), though the repeatability of a single measurement is much better. As
an example, in the NORDRAD it was found that reflectivities from Swedish and
Finnish'weather radars could differ by more than 10 dBz in their overlapping areas.
(An error of 10 dBz gives an error factor of about 4 in rain rate). Dahlberg (1996)
showed that most of these differences were due to software errors in both systems.
The accuracy claimed, and generally promised by the manufacturers, is about 1 dBz.
There is evidently a need for a target to calibrate against, which is common for all
radars and easily accessible. This points towards astronomical targets. The moon is
such a possible target, though the echo from it is too weak for routine calibrations.
The sun emits radiation in the radar frequencies. These signals are already widely used
to determine the orientation of the antenna (azimuth and elevation angle). The
radiation in these frequencies are measured by some observatories and may be used as
a calibration source, Whiton et al (1976), Frush (1984).
The present work is an attempt to design a calibration or checking procedure that can
be used when the radar is working operationally. It was found that the ordinary

scanning schemes and the angle accuracy did not permit a satisfactory 'hit' of the sun,
Therefore I had to introduce some (about 10) extra antenna elevations. These are as
close to each other as possible (0.2° with our radars). Then generally one elevation
angle coincides (±0.1 °) with the sun's elevation angle at least twice a day. The
resolution in azimuth is 0.85°. Since the sun generally is seen in two consecutive
azimuths, interpolation is possible in order to compute the flux received if the antenna
had been pointing exactly into the sun. The probable accuracy of the method is about
or slightly better than 1 dB. This method also permits a check of the azimuth and
elevation angles given by the radar.
Technical data for the Ericsson Doppler weather radars are given in the appendix.
Observations of solar flux have been obtained from the Australian Space Forecast
Center and the Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory, Canada.
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2. The pilot study
The idea to this project originated in observations of the sun echo on radar images of
the type used in the weather service. The sun emission gives a characteristic echo,
whose intensity seems constant with time. Since the calibration of the intensity signal
still is a problem, the sun could perhaps be used as a standard target, which is easily
observed. My first observations used only such pictures, or digital recordings, of the
intensity of the sun echo at the maximum range of the radar in the non-Doppler mode
(240 km). The elevation angles were low, about 1°, simply since the scanning strategy
included several seans at such elevations, and the sun was often observed. The
maximum of the observed signals at a range of, or close to, the maximum range were
recorded. The results are given in Fig. 1. Most conspicuous is a rapid drop of about 5
dB. This jump was caused by a soft-ware change due to the detection of an error
giving 5 dB too high values (Dahlberg, 1996). Otherwise the span of the values is
Apparent re'flectivity of the sun. Norrköping
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Fig. 1. Observed 'reflectivity' of the sun at 'range' 240 km with antenna elevation
angles of about 1 °. The 5 dB jump is caused by a modification oj the software, see
text.
about 3 dB. Using such low elevation angles is nota good choice, since the
attenuation of the atmosphere is serious, as well as the bending of the rays in the
vertical plane.
Another difficulty is that, due to the resolution in azimuth (0.86°) it is impossible to
decide how 'exact' the hit of the sun (angular diameter 0.53°) is.
The main objection raised has been that the intensity of the sun radiation, the solar
flux, is variable in this frequency. However, Fig. 1 suggests that the solar flux does
not vary much. The variations, apart from the 5 dB jump discussed, could well be
caused by variations in attenuation and how the radar antenna has been aligned with
respect to the sun.
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3. The emission from the son
The sun emits radio energy over the whole radio spectrum. This emission consists of
three main components (Croom, 1973)
•
•
•

The quiet sun emission
The slowly varying component
Bursts

The quiet sun emission is the unpolarised thermal emission from the solar
atmosphere. It is not constant, but varies over an 11 years period, corresponding to the
sunspot cycle.
The slowly varying component varies from day to day and originates near sunspot
regions. The individual regions have a diameter of a few hundreds of degrees. Several
such regions can occur at independent locations on the solar disc. The variation arises
because of decay and birth of regions. Individual regions may persist for months. Due
to the rotation of the sun, the persisting regions give a 27 days periodicity. Due to the
dynamics of such spots, day-to-day variations are superposed upon this periodicity.
The Solar Bursts are the most violent variations in the solar radio emission. Bursts
usually occur above the sunspot regions responsible for the slowly varying component
and are generally associated with solar optical flares (a flare isa sudden eruption of
energy on the solar disk, lasting from minutes to hours). The sunspot regions are
normally only a few hundreds of degrees in diameter. In spite of their small size they
can cause the integrated emission from the solar disc to increase with about 20 dB at
the C band. Such strong bursts are only expected to occur two to three times per 11
year solar cycle. Most bursts cause radiation increases below 2 dB.
Observed solar fluxes from Learmonth, Australia, and Carrington, Canada, are shown
in Fig. 2. The data is obtained via internet, and are measurements once a day, from
Learmonth at about 4 UTC and from Carrington about 22 UTC the preceding day. As
to Learmonth also data which are marked as questionable are included. The unit is the
so called Solar Flux Unit, sfu.

The values are given in dB with respect to 1 sfu (dB=lO * 10log(sfu) ). The span of the
C band values is about 2 dB.
During my observations I have noticed one solar burst. This was possible to observe
on some of our radars, simply by observing at an elevation angle close to the sun. It is
only by coincide this was possible, and it is not probable that we got good hits of the
sun, and our recordings must therefore be considered only approximate, Nevertheless,
the burst is evident in Fig. 3. The Learmonth data are actually available with a 1
minute time resolution, and flagged when considered doubtful due to bursts or other
causes. One drawback with using data from an observatory on the 'opposite halfsphere is that data is available <luring much of our daytime, since the sun is the
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Solar flux at C band from Learmonth and at S band from
Carrington
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Fig 2. The unit offlux is sfu. The observations are daily, at about maximum sun
elevation.
below the horizon at the observatory. However, if we contend ourselves with an
accuracy of about 1 dB the sun should suffice.

Solar flux at 4995 MHz ( Learmonth) and weather
radars at Norrköping, Gothenburg, Gotland and
Leksand (Sw radars) during a solar burst.
23 Sep. 1998.
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Fig. 3. The solar burst is evident on the Swedish radars.
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4. The computation of the sun's 'reflectivity'
When the radar antenna points into the sun, it receives continuos signals from the sun.
The signals are located into range gates after the time that has elapsed since the
transmitting of a pulse. For each PRT (Pulse repetition Time) the intensity of the sun
signal is integrated for each range gate. 6 consecutive range bins are integrated to
form every pixel, but only 1 azimuth bin is used. Of these 120 range pixels, the ones
closest to the antenna are always contarninated by ground echos, and sometimes also
by other targets, as from precipitation, clear air or birds. Therefore the range gates
closest to the antenna cannot be used to estimate the sun signal. How far out one has
to go depends on the antenna elevation angle used. For the lowest such angles we
have used for the quantitative study, 7°, the closest range pixel used is generally no
30. This corresponds to a range of 60 km and a height of the centre of the beam of 7 .5
km. Precipitation echos may appear at this height, but for the data used I have
checked that no such echos were present. In order to get the reflectivity estimates
comparable, they have to refer to a common range. The maximum range of the radar,
the range 120 pixels, corresponding to 240 km, has been used. The corrections for
beam broadening and attenuation by the atmospheric gases have to be removed with
the radar equation. The attenuation due to precipitation is negligible for signals as
weak as the sun signal. Writing the weather radar equation (2) in the form

Pr = const*7.I( r2 La)
gives
IO*log Pr = JO*log const + dBz - 20*/og r - JO*log La
where IO*log La= 0.016*r
gives
dBzuo = dBzr + 20*log(240/r) + 0.016*(240-r)

where
r
dBZ240
dBzr

0.016

(1)

range in km
reflectivity at range 240 km
reflectivity at ranger
coefficient of attenuation for atmospheric gases, two-way, dB/km

An example of such data is shown in Fig. 4. Since the sun signal is only a few dB
above the minimum detectable signal it may occur that some range bins lack echos
even when the antenna is directed towards the solar disc. When the antenna is
pointing to the outer part of the sun or slightly beside it, several pixels lack echos, Fig.
5, and the frequency distribution of the reflectivities are bounded to the left, Fig. 7.
The number of answers may be used as a rough estimate of how well the antenna is
aligned into the sun. If the hit is good, there are generally answers in all range gates,
Fig. 4, and the frequency distribution of the reflectivities is symmetric, Fig. 6. Farther
out from the sun centre than about 0.2°, the number of answers tends to be below
100% and decreases with the angular distance. However, the number of answers also
depends upon the solar flux itself and the sensitivity of the radar. For every scan,
which consists of several elevations, the following statistics have been computed for
the polar pixels giving sun echos:
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av_dBz
av_z
s_dBz
max_z
min_z
n_e

arithmetic average oj dBz
arithmetic average oj z in dB
standard deviation oj dBz
maximum value oj dBz
minimum value oj dBz
number oj pixels with echo
number oj pixels without echo

n_O

Echo from the sun, azimuth 149.08, elevation 10.0 deg.
Norrköping, 10 Nov. 1998, 08:30 UTC
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to the sun.

Reflectivity of the sun, corrected to 'range' 240 km,
from range bins 20 to 120. Norrköping, 16 Nov. 1998,
08:15 UTC
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Fig. 5. The sun signal may be too weak to be recorded.
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Abs freq of sun reflectivity at 'range' 240 km with 57 % of
answers above zero. Norrköping, 16 Nov. 1998, 08:15 UTC.
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Table 1 gives an example of the computations performed. The events have been
selected so that the sun should be centred in the 'close' elevation angle scan interval
Table 1: Sun echo at different azimuth and elevation angles. The statistics refer to the
range pixels 30 to 120
DD-MMM-YY

HH:MI
AZIM
ELEV
no
av_dbz

s_dbz
n_e
n_0
av_z
min_z
max_z

day-month-year
hour minute in UTC
azimuth of the radar, degrees
elevation angle of the radar, degrees
number of elevation angle
arithmetic average of the dBz values from ranger to 120.
Generall y r=30 range pixels
standard deviation of dBz
number of range bins with echo
number of range bins without echo
arithmetic mean of the Z values, in dB
minimum of the dBz values
maximum of the dBz values

NORRKÖPING, sun at azimuth 128.06° elevation 15.64°, at 07:48 UTC
DD-MMM-YYYY
9-MAR-1999
9-MAR-1999
9-MAR-1999
9-MAR-1999
9-MAR-1999
9-MAR-1999
9-MAR-1999
9-MAR-1999
9-MAR-1999
9-MAR-1999
9-MAR-1999
9-MAR-1999
9-MAR-1999

HH:MI
07:45
07:45
07:45
07:45
07:45
07:45
07:45
07:45
07:45
07:45
07:45
07:45
07:45

AZIM
126,81
126,81
126,81
126,81
126,81
127,66
127,66
127,66
127,66
127,66
127,66
127,66
127,66

ELEV
15,0
15,2
15,4
15,6
15,8
15,0
15,2
15,4
15,6
15,8
16,0
16,2
16,4

no av_dbz s_dbz
9 6,85 0,24
10 7,19 0,52
6,85 0,23
11
12 7,19 0,33
13 6,79 0,12
9 7,71 0,72
10 8,79 0,80
11 9,41 0,92
12 9,74 0,86
13 9,53 0,86
14 8,57 0,83
15 7,60 0,75
16 6,80 -0,40

n_e
2
27
8
19
3
74
89
91
91
91
90
73
1

The best hit occurred at azimuth 127.66° and elevation 15.6°.
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n_0
89
64
83
72
88
17
2
0
0
0
1
18
90

av_z min_ z
6,85 6,68
7,22 6,48
6,85 6,65
7,20 6,72
6,79 6,68
7,77 6,52
8,87 6,91
9,51 6,91
9,82 7,20
9,62 6,79
8,65 7,00
7,67 6,66
6,80 6,80

max_z
7,02
8,33
7,33
7,84
6,92
9,78
10,73
11,72
11,80
11,77
10,12
9,77
6,80

5. The meteorological radar equation
We will use the following notations (mostly as Dahlberg 1996). When convenient,
also values of the parameters for the non-Doppler mode of our Ericsson radars are
given and if they are assumed constants or determined at the technical calibrations, by
routine performed once every year.
P1

Pi
Pr
G
A
0
C

T

"A
f
L1ot
La
r

z

dBz

IKl

C
PRF
PRT

2

Peak transmitter output power, W
A verage output power, W
A verage received power, W
Antenna gain
Antenna effective area, m 2
Beam width, radians or 0
Speed of light, m/s
Pulse width, rnicroseconds
W avelength, m
Transrnitted frequency, Hz
Radar loss
Attenuation
range, m
Radar reflectivity factor, mm6 /m3
reflectivity
Index of refraction
radar constant
Pulse repetition frequency, s- 1
Pulse repetition time, s

120

calibrated

44.9 dB

constant

0.9°

constant

2.0

constant

calibrated
5610 MHz
Several terms
Several terms

dBz = 10*
0.93
250
1/250

10logZ

constant
constant

The meteorological radar equation, as given by Probert-Jones (1962) and Battan
(1973) reads,
Pr =(n:/1024*ln2)

* (P1 * G2 *e2 *c*rl Å2 *Lto1) * <I Kl 2 *7.ILa *r2) * (10- 18)

(2)

The factor (10- 18 ) is due to the dimension of Z.
The following discussion of the terms refers to Dahlberg (1996).
The term Liot has four components
Lwg
waveguide loss, two-way
Lract
radome loss, two-way
Lmeth method loss
Lctet
detection loss
Ltot

=

Lwg

+

Lrad

+

Lmeth

+

1.8 dB
0.4 dB
-2.5 dB
1.2 dB

calibrated
constant
constant
constant

Ldet

The attenuation term, La , has two components
Lair=

0.016*r

0.016 dB/km is the attenuation by clear air, two-way
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½Jrec = attenuation in precipitation

Omitted here since it gives negligible
contributions to our measurements.

5.1 Use of the radar equation in our application
The radar gives the dBz value, that is 10*

10Iog

Z, which we will call the reflectivity.

Assuming an incoming signal independent of range, as the solar signal, the radar will
depict such a signal as a range-dependent one, since the range appears as the beambroadening term l/r2 , as well as 1/r in the attenuating term, in the radar equation.
Note that range, when measuring the solar flux, only is an expression for the time
between transmitting a pulse and receiving the sun signal and does not correspond to a
geometric distance. If we give the solar signal in Z or dBz, we have to give it at a
fixed range. In this work I have used the range of 240 km, that is the maximum range
of our radars in the non-Doppler mode.
This reflectivity factor may be read from a PPI, or the data volumes in polar
coordinates. For qualitative checks, the dBz read from a PPI may be sufficient, but if
we want to make more accurate estimates it must be read from the data volumes, and
precautions be taken that the antenna really points into the sun.
Using this dBz value, the meteorological radar equation gives the signal received from
the sun. In order to get the flux from the sun, a radar equation for the sun as target
must be developed.
5.2 Radar equation for the sun
The relation between the effective antenna area A and the antenna gain G is
G = 4n*A/).,

(3)

From this we get the effective area
A = G*Y4n

Assuming that we know G we can thus compute the effective antenna area. Now the
sun occupies only part of this area
We assume a Gaussian lobe where the lobe angular radius, 0/2, is 1.17*cr. Introducing
z=a/cr, where a is the angle from the centre of the lobe, the lobe shape is then

1

f(a) =--exp(-t)

✓
2i

where

t=z212

The area under this curve is

11

=

Jf(a)da = 1
The sun only occupies apart of this area
a+sr

f (sun)

=

Jf (a)da

a-sr

(4)
where sr is the radius of the sun (0.53/2 degrees)
f(sun) is thus a function of the angle to the sun, see Table 2.
Table 2. Effective area ofthe sun as afunction oj the angle to the sun
Angle
to sun,
a, de!(.
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Relative
area
_f(sun)
0.51
0.49
0.46
0.41
0.32
0.25
0.18
0.12
0.08
0.05
0.02

!

The reason for giving these results is that our equipment does not permit pointing the
antenna exactly (say within 0.1 ° ) into the sun. We don 't have any hand-wheels for
adjusting the antenna until we get the maximum sun signal. If we want to get a 'sun
hit' we have to use the astronomic equations to get the sun position, command the
antenna to this position and then measure the sun signal. Since we cannot be sure that
the antenna is exactly aligned, and the antenna positioning accuracy is of the order of
a few tenths of a degree, we cannot be sure that this 'dead reckoning, gives a good hit.
However, choosing a time about the maximum sun height gives a good possibility to
get the azimuth, and that actually is the method used for positioning the antennas in
azimuth. Moreover, the intention of this work is to get a method for a check of some
radar parameters that can easily be performed when the radar is running operatively.
We thus have to develop a method that gives a fairly good 'sun hits' and from them
interpolate the parameters wanted, that is azimuth and elevation angle and signal
intensity. Fig. 8 shows the effective area for two azimuth gates, the one closest to the
sun and the one next closest. In our computations, generally some range pixels in the
next closest azimuth lack observations, since the signal intensity is below the
minimum detectable signal. The estimated averages then becomes too high, since the
lowest values are missing. To compensate this the effective area of the next closes
azimuth may ben increased, Fig. 9.
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Effective area for the closest and next to closest pixel.
Each pixel consists of one az pulse
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Fig 8. The effective antenna area occupied by the sun depends upon the angular
distance to the sun. In elevation the radar is supposed to point at the centre oj the sun
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Regard paid to the minimum detectable signal
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Fig. 9. Since the weakest sun signals fall below the radars minimum detectable
signal, a larger effective area has been introduced for the azimuth next closest to the
sun. The objective is to get better correspondence to the computed values oj the
sun intensity, see text.
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The troposphere's one-way attenuation for various
elevation angles at 5000 MHz
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Fig. JO. The one-way attenuation of radiation passing through the atmosphere.
Nathanson, 1969.

Working with routine data, the pixel values we get can be considered to have a
resolution of one pulse width in elevation. In azirnuth, however, every pixel contains
six consecutive azirnuth pulses. With our scan speed, 10 revolutions per rninute, each
pixel is should contain six azirnuth pixels and six range bins. However, only one
azirnuth pulse is actually used for the pixel value. We assurne that this pulse has the
azirnuth given in the polar data files the radar delivers. If also we assurne that the
elevation angle of the sun equals the antenna elevation angle we get
a+sr

f(sun)

=

Jf (a)da

a-sr

Now we can write the antenna's effective area as a function of the angular distance to
the sun (rernernber at the elevation angle of the sun)
Ae = f(sun)*G*Y41r

The sun ernits S_flux watts/rn 2Hz, and with a receiver band-width B the antenna thus
receives
Pr_sun = Ae *B*S_flux

However, the solar flux is attenuated by the passage through the atrnosphere and the
wave-guide. The attenuation by the atrnosphere, as given by Nathanson (1969) is
shown in Fig. 10. Note that we are using elevations above 5°, and the attenuation here
is rnuch srnaller than the one for nearly horizontal rays, which appear in the 'ordinary'
use of weather radar for precipitation rnonitoring. Introducing these attenuations we
get
Pr_sun = Ae*B*S_flux!Lrrop*Lw/2

(5)
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The wave-guide loss here is one-way, that is half the one used in the ordinary
meteorological radar equation.
We must also note that solar observatories measure the unpolarized radiation, while
our radars measure only the horizontally polarized part. Therefore
Pr_sun

= Ae *B*SJluxlL1,op *Lwg

(6)

lf we have an observation of solar flux from a solar observatory we can thus compare
it with the solar signal measured by our weather radars. Working with one radar,
keeping the range r constant we can write the radar equation
Pr=const*Z

Since, if we measure against the sun we should expect

we get
p,_sun=const*Z

Multiplying by 10 and taking logarithms
l0*log(SJlux)=dBz + CONST

(7)

dBz is the reflectivity of the sun measured by the radar at a given range. In this study
240 km has been used. Knowing the technical data, the value of CONST can be
computed for each radar. For instance, the Norrköping radar has, with actual
calibration factors, and fora sun elevation angle of 15°
l0*log(SJlux)=dBz+ 11.95
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Effective antenna area of the sun fora pixel consisting of 6
azimuth pulses as a function of the azimuth difference
between the sun and the pixel.
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Fig. 11. Effective antenna area as ajunction oj the angular difference to the sunjor
the azimuth closest and next closest to the sun. All available data used to compute the
intensity value, see text.
A better pixel value should be obtained ifall the azimuth pulses were used to compute
the pixel value, Fig. 11. It is probable that the system will be developed to do this. If
so, the pixel can be considered as an ellipsoid pulse, and with, as before, the effective
area a function of the azimuth angle to the sun:

l
j(sun)= 6

6 a+sr

*L f j(a)da
1 a-sr

The preceding discussion is valid also here, all that has to be done is to use this
formula for the effective area of the sun. Evidently, we get the maximum sun signal
when we have three whole pulses to the left of the sun and three to the right. With the
rate of revolution used, 1 revolution per 10 seconds, and the PRF 250, the angular
distance between the pulses is 36/250=0.144°. Table 3, givingj( sun) as a function of
the azimuth difference between the centres of the sun and pixel, uses this figure as
unit. Since we generally record sun signals from two consecutive azimuths, the table
gives areas for three consecutive azimuths.

Table 3. Effective area oj the sun as ajunction oj the azimuth angle to the sunjor
three consecutive (in azimuth) pulses.

Azimuth
no
-1
0
1

Distance between centres of sun
and azimuth no 0, degrees
0.000° 0.144° 0.288° 0.432°
0.0892
0.4323
0.0892

0.0490
0.4145
0.1465

0.0240
0.3653
0.2180

0.0110
0.2950
0.2950

See also Fig. 11.
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6. The interpolation of angles and intensity of the son signal

The aim is to use the sun observations to get estimates of the accuracy of the radar's azimuth
and elevation angle measurements. The angles to the sun are obtained from the routine SUN
in the EWIS2 (Ericsson Weather Information System) software package. The resolution of the
radar's observations is bounded by the resolution of the observations. We work with the polar
volume data, where the resolution in azimuth is 359/419=0.8568° (each complete antenna
revolution has 420 gates, 0 to 419). The antenna elevation seans permit a resolution of 0.2°.
Therefore, the scan strategy contained 10 consecutive elevation angles with 0.2° spacing
around a convenient elevation. We have used elevation angles centred somewhere between 7
and 20°. The reason for these comparatively low angles is the low solar elevations during our
winter. As will be shown, neither the atmospheric attenuation nor the bending of the solar rays
are serious at these angles, and moreover we have compensated for them.
With these figures we can expect a resolution of ±half the elevation step or ±0.1 ° in elevation
and ±half the pixel width, or ±0.43° in azimuth. However, the sun is generally observed in at
least two azimuths, and in several elevations. This permits interpolation, giving a higher
expected resolution.

6.1 The bending of rays in a vertical plane

During the passage through the atmosphere, the rays are bent towards the earth. For elevation
angles above 5° this atmospheric refraction or bending is given by Bean and Dutton ( 1969)

bend

= 10 -6 *N *cot (el
0

0)

N 0 index of refraction at the surface
elo angle of elevation at the surface, radians

For an angle of elevation of 10° this gives a bending of about 0.1 °, for 20° about 0.05° and for
45° about 0.02°.

6.2 The interpolation of angles of elevation

As mentioned earlier, our radars permit a resolution of 0.2° in the vertical. The effective
antenna area of the sun is given in Table 2 and Fig 8. lf the sun is just between two elevation
steps, the sun signal should be the same for both elevations, but lower than for an exact hit. If.
on the other hand, the sun is exactly at one elevation (and thus 0.2° from the surrounding
ones), Fig. 8 and Table 2 show that the relation between the area of the exact hit (S 1 in the
flow diagram) and the other (S2 in the flow diagram) should be 0.51/0.46. This gives a
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difference of 0.48 dB. If the closest pulse is 0.05° and the next to closest 0.15° from the sun
the relation should be 0.50/0.475 or 0.22 dB. Fitting a second degree polynomial to this
figures gives Fig. 13 and the equation for interpolating the radar's elevation angle to the sun.
This equation has been applied .It is always difficult to work with a small difference between
two (relatively) large numbers. Nevertheless, it improves the resolution as well as the
possibility to campare the elevations given by the radar with the astronomic data (including
the bending of the rays) and thus give better estimates of the accuracy of the radar's elevation
angles. An example is given in Fig. 14 from
Effective area of the sun fora pulse. The area is a function
of the angular difference between the sun and the pulse.
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Fig. 12. The effective antenna area changes only little between 0.00 and 0.15°.
Interpolation of the elevation with the highest dB as a
function of the difference between the two highest dB
values. Elevation step 0.2 deg
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the Norrköping radar 22 Dec. 1999, 10:00 UTC. The vertical reflectivity profile of the
sun fits the expected profile according to the equation on p 14
Prsun = Ae * B

* SJlux

well, the main difference being that the observed curve is somewhat broader. The
reason is that the weak sun signals at larger angle differences often fall below the
minimum detectable signal, and the lowest values are thus often missing in the
computation of observed mean values. Fig 15 repeats the observed curve at 10:48, but
also shows the corresponding curves for 11 :03 UTC. Here the sun is observed in two
azimuths (181.64° and 182.50°), though only weakly in the latter. In azimuth 181.64°
the observations suggest a maximum at 8.0°, but actually it isa weak minimum there.
I have no explanation for this. Actually, this feature has been observed at all the radars
which hitherto have been subject to this kind of study, but its occurrence is coupled to
the individual radar. Radar Gotland, for instance hasa much higher frequency than the
Norrköping radar, and at the Gotland radar the minimum is often much more
pronounced than in Fig 15. Since it's frequency thus is coupled to the radar, it can
hardly be due to the soft-ware or inhomogenities in the radiation from the sun, but
sooner to the hardware of the radar, for instance the antenna. It may be an artefact,
due to the fäet that we do not know which of the six azimuth bins of the azimuth gate
the radar is actually using.

Reflectivity of the sun vs sun-antenna elevation angle, acc
to model and observation. Sun az 178.64, el 7,97.
Norrköping, 22 Dec. 1998, 10:48 UTC

,_az=178.21:
:- •· ·model __

-1

-0.5

0

1

0.5

sun-antenna elevation angle, deg

Fig. 14. The shape of the observed curve is very similar to the expected shape. The
displacement, about -0.15°,may be due to the atmospheric refraction. The observed
curve is broader. The explanation may be that the weaker sun signals are below the
minimum detectable leve/, and the compensation for this in Fig 9 is not pe,ject.
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Reflectivity of the sun vs sun-antenna elev angle.
Sun az 178.64 el 7.97 at 10:45 UTC (az=178.21)
sun az 182.12 el 7.96 at 11:03 UTC (az=181.64, az:182.5)
Norrköping, 22 Dec. 1998

-+- az=178.21
• •· az=181.64

--az=182.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

sun-antenna elevation angle, deg

Fig. 15. 15 minutes after the time of the preceding Fig., the curves are similar, hut
there is a conspicuous dip in one of them.

6.3 The interpolation of angles of azimuth

Six azimuth pulses are collected for each pixel. However, only one is used. We will
assume that the used one is centred just at the azimuth given in the polar volumes.
We have assumed that in elevation the antenna points directly into the centre of the
sun. The effective areas as a function of the angle to the sun are given in Fig. 8. This
Fig. gives the areas for two pulses, the one closest to the sun !1-lld the one next to
closest. Since the dBz values recorded are proportional to the log(area) values, we can
use this Fig. to interpolate the azimuth of the sun as well as it's reflectivity. The
interpolation of the azimuth angles proceeds in the same way as the interpolation of
elevation angles, but with one exception. Due to the coarser resolution in azimuth
(0.86°), several pixels, which only partially hit the sun, get signals below the
minimum detectable signal. I have paid regard to this in Fig 9, which shows the
effective antenna area as a function of the azimuth difference to the sun (supposing
the radar points into the elevation of the sun.). Comparing to Fig. 8, the effective area
of the pixel next to closest to the sun is larger. This increases the expected signal,
which is just what occurs when the weakest signals do not reach the minimum
detectable signal and therefore are excluded from the computations of the arithmetic
mean. The difference in signal between the two pixels is determined by the difference
of their effective areas. Thus, if index 1 denotes the pixel closest to the sun (S l in the
flow diagram), and index 3 the pixel next closest to the sun (S3 in the flow diagram
on p 23), the difference in received signal in dB is
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L'JdB =l0*log(y1 IYJJ

Interpolation of the azimuth of the sun. Correction to be
added to the azimuth with highest dBz vs difference in dBz
between the two highest sun signals
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Fig. 16. The sign of the correction depends upon the difference between the azimuths.
If the azimuth with the highest dB is larger than the azimuth with the next to highest
then the correction is negative. lf both azimuths have the same dB, the corrected
azimuth is the arithmetic mean of the two azimuths.

These values are plotted in Fig. 16, together with the interpolation equation. Here we
have the same difficulty as in the interpolation of angle of elevation, namely the
uncertainty of working with a small difference between two (relatively) large
numbers. However, the resolution is increased. So is also the possibility to campare
the azimuths given by the radar with the astronomic data.

6.4 Interpolating the intensity of the sun signal

What we want is the intensity of the sun signal when the antenna is pointing directly
into the sun. In Fig. 17 this is the y value at x=0. In analogy to the azimuth
interpolation, we can interpolate the intensity in the following way. In Fig. 9 the x
value 0.2 indicates that the closest pixel is 0.2° from the sun. The next to closest is
0.2-0.85=-0.65° and is plotted at the same x, curve 'next to closest'. The expected
difference in signal intensity between these two pixels is
lO*log(0.48/0.26)=2.7 dB, and the correction to be added to the highest reading is
given by the y values at x=0 and x=0.2 of the curve 'closest', that is as
lO*log(0.51/0.48)= 0.3 dB. These corrections are given in Fig. 17, together with the
equation for the interpolations.
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Interpolation of the sun's reflectivity. Correction lo be
added to the highest signal. A pixel consists of only one
azimuth pulse.
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Fig. 17. Interpolation of the intensity of the sun radiation.
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7. How the observations were performed
The flow diagram gives an overview of the work procedure.

About 10 seans with elevation angles as close
as the radar permits, 0.2°

Choose the azimuth giving the maximum sun
signal. This azimuth should be within ±0.425°
from the azimuth of the sun

The elevation of the azimuth giving the
maximum sun signal should be within ±0.1 °
from the sun in elevation. Read the maximum
signal at range 240 km, S1, in dBz
Use S1 and S2 to interpolate
the elevation angle of the sun
according to the radar

Find the neighbouring elevation (same
azimuth as before) giving the next to
maximum sun signal. Read the next to

The maximum signal at this azimuth is S1

Find the neighbouring azimuth giving the
next to highest sun signal. Read the maximum
signal at this azimuth, S3

Use S1 and S3 to interpolate
- the sun signal in dBz at
given range (240 km)
- the azimuth of the sun
according to the radar

Use the meteorological radar
equation to compute the
power received from the sun

With the computed power
received, compute the solar
flux

Campare with solar flux
observed at solar laboratories
(Learmonth, Penticton)
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8. Results obtained with measurements against the son
The preceding results have been applied on some radars. We will discuss them for two
radar separately.

8.1 The Gotland radar
One peculiarity of this radar is often evident. The vertical profile of reflectivity
(reflectivity against antenna elevation angle) is often not as smooth as expected. The
dips in Fig. 18 are not easy to explain. It may be due to the azimuth angle selection.
Of the six pulses comprising the azimuth pixel, only one is used. W e have assumed
that the central one is used, i. e. the one having just the azimuth giveri in the polar data
volume. The six pulses span an azimuth of 0.86°. lf another one is used, it could be
0.43° displaced from the 'nominal' value and cause such a dip. In any case, this
phenomena affects our estimates of angles as well as signal intensity, As to angles, if
the pulse used is chosen by a random process, it should not affect average values, but
cause a larger spread. As to intensity, it is not clear how it should affect the
interpolated values.

Rellectivity å the SU1 å range 240 Ian vs SllWII El I ra elevalia,
qefabM:>azinuhs. 9..-ielevma, 10.34deg.
Q:ihn:I, 7 Jcn 1999, 11:00UTC
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Fig. 18. Irregular sun projiles. Note one dip oj az 183.86 and two dips oj az 184.21,
where the sun appears weaker, and the sun signal disappears at sun-antenna
elevations oj-0.06 and -0.66

8.1.1 The measurement of angles
Fig. 19 shows that the azimuth readings differ by about 1° from the astronomic.
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Fig. 20 shows that the radar gives a somewhat too high elevation angle. No trend is
discemible, but this may be due the comparatively large spread of the data. A trend
should be expected if the antenna axis is mounted on a not quite horizontal table. In
such a case, this trend should be cyclic, a sine curve. If there really is such a trend, it
Azimuth of the sun. Astronomic-radar. Gotland, Jan-Mar
1999 Arithm. Average =-1.13, Stand. Dev.=0.24 deg.
Azimuth, degrees
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Fig. 19. The Gotland radar consistently gives an about 1° too large azimuth angle to
the sun

should be discemible with a larger span in azimuth, which is possible to realise during
summer.

8.1.2 The intensity measurements
As shown by Fig. 21, the observed values are fairly close to the expected ones. Fitting
a regression line to the observed values gives
y=2.67*x - 49

with an explained variance of 0.65. For the sfu interval here the values agree well.
With the Iow span of the values, only about 2 dB, we cannot expect a very good fit of
the slope. The average of reflectivity and solar flux are 10.40 and 22.34 respectively.
The latter figure gives an expected dBz of 10.41 (see the equation on Fig. 21).
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Elevation angle of the sun. Astronomic elevation - radar
elevation, deg. Corr for astronomic refraction. Gotland, JanMar 1999. Arith. Average=-0.14 Stand. Dev.=0.15 deg.
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Fig. 20. The Gotland radar gives somewhat too high elevation angles. Any possible
trend of the data is shadowed by their large spread.

Reflectivity of the sun. Observed and expected values.
Pulse. Reflectivity at 'range' 240 km vs 10*Iog(sfu) at 5610
MHz. Gotland. Jan-Mar 1999
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Fig. 21. The reflectivity of the sun according to the Gotland radar versus observations
of the solar flux at 5610 MHz from Learmonth, Australia. The line gives the expected
values of dBz according to the radar equation. sfu=solar flux unit.
1 s1,-r,u = 10-22u,
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8.2 The Norrköping radar
The Norrköping radar shows much smoother profiles of reflectivity against antenna
elevation angle than the Gotland radar. Though also Norrköping has some hard-toexplain peculiarities, they are not at all as severe. This is probably why the
Norrköping angles show a less spread from the astronomic. Also the average
deviations are smaller for Norrköping, Fig 22 and 23. As to the intensity
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measurements, the Norrköping radar appers to be about 1.5 dB below the expected
values, Fig. 24.
Azimuth of the sun. Astronomic-radar.
Norrköping, Dec 1998 - Mar 1999.Mean 0.24, std 0.12
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Fig. 22. The azimuth angles from the Norrköping radar agree better with the
astronomic angles

Elevation angle of the sun. Astronomic elevation - radar
elevation, deg. Corrected for astronomic refraction.
Norrköping, Dec. 1998-Mar. 1999. Mean -0.02, std 0.09
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the case.
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Reflectivity of the sun. Observed and expected values.
Reflectivity at 'range' 240 km vs 10*Iog (sfu) at 5610 MHz.
Norrköping, 2 Dec 1998 - 10 Mar 1999
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Fig. 24. The reflectivity oj the sun according to the Norrköping radar versus
observations oj the solar flux at 5610 MHzjrom Learmonth, Australia. The line gives
the expected values oj dBz according to the radar equation.
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9. Conclusions
It is possible to use the sun for several checks of a weather radar' s condition. This

works shows that is very easy for the meteorological operator to check the horisontal
alignment of the antenna using the sun echo. It is also possible for him/her to check
the vertical alignment, though this requires a special scan scheme. Also the intensity
measurements may be checked if the measurements of the sun radiation in the actual
frequencies are known. Such data are available from solar observatories.
More satisfactory should be to implement a strategy for these tasks in the ordinary
scanning routines. Actually, such a strategy is now introduced in the Swedish weather
radar network.
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APPENDIX

Techmca
. Idata tor the Er1csson
.
Dopperwea
l
ther radar
Antenna
Diameter
Gain
Beam Width
Polarization
Radome
Diameter
Transmission loss
Antenna servo
Azimuth movement
Azimuth accuracv
Elevation movement
Elevation accuracy
Transmitter
Frequency
Sensitivity

Dynamic range
Signal processor
A/D conversion
Sampling rate
Range integration
Instrumented range
RanJ?;e resolution
Azimuth integration
Data outputs
Data corrections
Data resolution
Data coverage
Data accuracy

4.2 m
44.9 dB
0.9°
Linear horizontal
6.7m
<0.2 dB
360° up to 6 rpm
0.2°
-1° to 90°
0.1°
5600 - 5650 MHz
Better than -109 dBm (non-Doppler)
Better than -114 dBm (Doppler)
>85 dB (log receiver),> 87 dB (linear receiver with IAGC)
8 bits
333 m nominally (non-Doooler), 83 m (Doooler)
6 samples(non-Doppler), 12 samples (Doooler)
480 km (non-Doppler), 120 km (Doppler)
2 km (non-Doooler), 1 km (Doooler)
1-64 pulses (non-Doooler), 2*32 pulses FFT (Doooler)
Reflectivitv, radial velocitv (Doppler onlv), spctrum width (Doonler onlv)
Range dependence, atmospheric attenuation and rain attenuation
Reflectivity 0.4 dBz, velocity 0.375 m/s, spectrum width 2 m/s classes
Reflectivity-30 t +72 dBz, velocity -48 to +48 m/s, spectrum width 4 classes: 0-2,
2-4, 4-6 and >6 m/s
Reflectivity 1 dB Velocity <0.3 m/s 10 dB SIN, <0.6 m/s O dB SIN
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